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Abstract: We investigate the use of wetting films to significantly improve 
the imaging performance of lensfree pixel super-resolution on-chip 
microscopy, achieving < 1 µm spatial resolution over a large imaging area 
of ~24 mm2. Formation of an ultra-thin wetting film over the specimen 
effectively creates a micro-lens effect over each object, which significantly 
improves the signal-to-noise-ratio and therefore the resolution of our 
lensfree images. We validate the performance of this approach through 
lensfree on-chip imaging of various objects having fine morphological 
features (with dimensions of e.g., ≤0.5 µm) such as Escherichia coli (E. 
coli), human sperm, Giardia lamblia trophozoites, polystyrene micro beads 
as well as red blood cells. These results are especially important for the 
development of highly sensitive field-portable microscopic analysis tools 
for resource limited settings. 
© 2011 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 
Optical microscopy has been widely used in various fields including e.g., engineering, 
biology, medical diagnostics and surveillance of epidemics. Over the past decade, several 
novel imaging architectures have been developed to improve resolution, throughput as well as 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of microscopic images [1–10]. As a result of this progress, 
advanced microscopy techniques have been receiving considerable attention to investigate 
various infectious disease markers [11–23]. However, the use of such advanced microscopy 
modalities has been partially limited to well-established facilities due to their relatively bulky 
and complex architectures as well as labor-intensive operation principles. Therefore, 
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screening vital signs of epidemics such as disease-marker cells, parasites or other 
contaminants within e.g., bodily fluids and water resources is a challenging task to perform in 
resource-limited field settings. Toward these goals holographic imaging in general has been 
emerging as a valuable platform; [24–50] and along the same lines, we have recently 
demonstrated field-portable lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy [24–27] as a robust 
and cost–effective tool that is based on the recovery of high resolution digital in-line 
holograms of the objects through acquisition of multiple spatially shifted lensfree frames (see 
e.g., Figs. 1(b-c)). This on-chip microscopy modality is based on partially coherent 
illumination such that the scattered optical fields from a specimen (e.g., a cell) interfere with 
the un-scattered background optical field creating in-line holograms of the objects located on 
a given opto-electronic sensor chip. This field-portable lensless microscope [24] achieves < 1 
µm resolution over a large imaging area of ~24 mm2, which is > 100 fold larger compared to 
e.g., a typical 40X objective-lens. Furthermore, since it does not require any bulky optical 
components or precise mechanical alignment, it provides a compact and cost-effective 
imaging tool [24] to rapidly monitor microscopic samples even in resource limited field 
environments. 
On the other hand, the imaging performance of this lensfree pixel super-resolution 
microscopy tool is still limited by our detection SNR, which may pose certain limitations for 
imaging of e.g., weakly scattering phase objects that are refractive index matched to their 
surrounding medium such as sub-micron bacteria in drinking water. To mitigate this 
limitation and significantly improve our imaging SNR and contrast, in this work we 
demonstrate the use of ultra-thin wetting films that effectively act as micro-lenses to enhance 
our on-chip imaging capabilities toward reconstruction of finer morphological features of our 
samples having dimensions of e.g., ≤0.5 µm. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of wetting film formation procedure (not drawn to scale). After 
wetting film samples were formed on plasma cleaned glass cover slips, stable micro-lens effect 
is verified by multiple lensfree imaging experiments spread over a day. (b) Schematic diagram 
of lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy set-up (not drawn to scale). The aperture to 
sample plane distance (Z1= ~10 cm) is much larger than the sample to sensor plane distance 
(Z2= ~0.8-1 mm) such that discrete spatial shifts of the illumination aperture (~100 µm 
diameter) results in sub-pixel shifts of lensfree object holograms on the digital sensor-array. 
This way we can digitally reduce the effective pixel size at the sensor plane down to e.g., 0.3-
0.4 µm to create higher resolution lensfree images. (c) The corresponding lensfree holographic 
microscopy set-up which uses a partially coherent light source that is emanating from a large 
aperture (D = ~100 µm). Wetting film samples were directly placed onto the CMOS sensor-
chip which has an active imaging area of ~24 mm2. 
Wetting thin-film dynamics have already been widely studied in chemistry and biology 
[51–53] and were also utilized in imaging and sensing applications to enhance image contrast 
and sensitivity [54–58]. Among these prior results, a recent application of thin wetting films 
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towards on-chip detection of bacteria [57,58] provides a promising approach where formation 
of evaporation-based wetting films was used to enhance e.g., diffraction signatures of bacteria 
on a chip. While quite promising, this previous approach [57,58] unfortunately does not 
reveal microscopic images of the specimens under test since they are based on shadow 
imaging, and is therefore limited in scope especially for handling heterogeneous or unknown 
samples, where fine morphological features of the objects need to be microscopically imaged 
for identification and characterization purposes. 
In this manuscript, we demonstrate an alternative implementation of thin wetting films on 
a chip that permits repeatable and reliable improvement in image quality of our field-portable 
lensfree super-resolution microscopes, revealing deeply sub-micron spatial features of even 
weakly scattering objects over a large imaging area of ~24 mm2. We demonstrate the 
improved performance of our lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy platform due to 
liquid-based micro-lens effect by imaging various objects on a chip such as E. coli, human 
sperm, Giardia lamblia trophozoites, polystyrene micro beads as well as red blood cells 
(RBCs). Creating a sensitive, high-resolution and wide-field micro-analysis toolset that can 
even work in remote or resource-poor environments, this wetting film based lensfree imaging 
platform could especially be important for combating global health challenges in third-world 
countries. 
2. Overview of lensfree holographic pixel super-resolution microscopy on a chip 
Imaging experiments reported in this work utilized Lensfree On-chip Pixel Super-Resolution 
Microscopy [24–27] that has been recently introduced by our group. This emerging lensfree 
on-chip imaging modality is based on partially coherent illumination (such as a simple light-
emitting diode - LED) and relies on the acquisition of multiple lower resolution in-line 
holograms [59–64] of the objects (e.g., cells) which are spatially shifted with respect to each 
other by sub-pixel pitch distances (see Fig. 1). Using an iterative pixel super-resolution 
algorithm [24,25,65–68], these sequentially captured lensfree holograms are digitally put 
together, recovering a higher resolution object hologram. This super-resolved lensfree 
hologram is then digitally processed through a custom-developed holographic image 
reconstruction algorithm [24–27,59] to yield both phase and amplitude images of the 
specimens with sub-micron resolution. In this digital reconstruction process, iterative phase 
recovery techniques are employed such that the lost phase of the hologram at the sensor plane 
is recovered by propagating the optical fields back and forth between the sample and sensor 
planes, where at each iteration the amplitude at the sensor plane is replaced with the measured 
hologram amplitude whereas the phase is retained, which is gradually is refined. Once this 
phase recovery process converges (which typically takes ~15-20 iterations), the acquired 
complex wave information can be digitally back propagated to the sample plane to reveal 
microscopic images of the specimens with sub-micron resolution over a large field of view 
(FOV), e.g., 24 mm2 [24–27,59]. 
Our lensfree holographic microscopy platform described above operates with unit 
hologram fringe magnification [24–26] to claim the entire active area of the digital sensor 
array as its imaging FOV. As a result of this, individual in-line holograms of the samples can 
be poorly sampled since each object hologram occupies a relatively small region on the sensor 
array. Lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy overcomes this undersampling issue due to 
the limited pixel density at the sensor-array e.g., a CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor) chip by digitally synthesizing higher resolution holograms that effectively 
have much smaller pixel sizes. And therefore, lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy can 
achieve an effective numerical aperture (NA) of e.g., ~0.4, corresponding to sub-micron 
spatial resolution over an imaging area that is equivalent to the active area of the opto-
electronic sensor-array (e.g., ~24 mm2 in our case). 
For our imaging experiments summarized under the Results and Discussion section, we 
used a quasi-monochromatic light source (500 nm center wavelength; ~5 nm bandwidth) that 
is emanating from a large aperture of ~100 µm diameter located at Z1=10 cm above the digital 
sensor array (CMOS - Aptina MT9P031I12STM) (see Figs. 1(b-c)). The samples to be 
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imaged were located typically at Z2 < 0.8-1 mm from the active surface of the CMOS sensor-
array. 
3. Sample preparation and wetting film formation 
In order to mitigate SNR related limitations in partially coherent lensfree on-chip microscopy, 
we utilized ultra-thin wetting films which effectively act as micro-lenses over individual 
objects, and therefore enable significant SNR and contrast enhancement for microscopic 
imaging of fine spatial features of an object. Wetting film formation protocol that is described 
below is rather controllable and repeatable; and is therefore quite promising for practical 
implementations of this microscopy platform even in field settings. 
Prior to preparation of wetting films, samples of interest (which were obtained from 
vendors or cultured in laboratory conditions) were brought to room temperature. Giardia 
lamblia trophozoites were fixed in 5% Formalin at pH 7.4 - 0.01% Tween 20 (Waterborne 
Inc., USA) and dissolved in Phosphate buffered saline (PBS). For the particular case of 
trophozoites, we used zinc-free pure New Methylene Blue dye (Acros Organics) that is 
purified with 0.45 µm pore size Syringless Filter (Whatman) for the aqueous staining of the 
parasites. Frozen semen samples (California Cyrobank, USA) were thawed in 37°C water 
bath for 10 minutes and then diluted with sperm washing medium (Irvine Scientific, USA). 
Whole blood samples (UCLA Blood Bank, USA) were incubated in room conditions for 30 
minutes to acquire sedimented RBCs. Polystyrene beads were purchased from Thermo 
Scientific and E. coli specimens were cultured in UCLA Biomedical Engineering facility. 
In order to form wetting films, the sample of interest is initially dissolved and agitated 
within 0.1 M Tris-HCl – 10% PEG 600 buffer (Sigma Aldrich) and is incubated for 30 
seconds in room temperature. Using a lab pipette, a droplet of the resulting suspension (~5 
µL) is placed onto a No. 1 glass cover slip (Fisher Scientific, USA) which was previously 
cleaned using a hand-held and field-portable plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma). Then, the 
droplet is wiggled over the cover slip by gentle mechanical vibration for around 60 seconds, 
forming the thin wetting film over the specimen (see Fig. 1(a)). This vibration can be created 
simply by hand for better control of the droplet movement. It is also important to note that this 
procedure does not require the precise control of the droplet volume, as the wetting film 
spread can be easily adjusted depending on the imaging area of the CMOS sensor-array. 
For comparison purposes, we also prepared traditional smear samples of E. coli and sperm 
(without the formation of thin wetting films) which we used to comparatively demonstrate the 
improvements of wetting films on our image quality (see e.g., Figs. 3 and 5 that will be 
discussed in the next section). For preparation of these conventional smears, each specimen 
was centrifuged for 1 minute at 3000 rpm and 2 µL of sedimented sample was dropped onto a 
No. 1 glass cover slip. Another cover slip was then used for smearing the droplet with an 
angle of ~30 degrees and air dried for ~5 minutes. 
4. Experimental results and discussion 
We initially demonstrated the performance of wetting films by lensless holographic imaging 
of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. coli and human RBCs (see Fig. 2). Note that some of the 
fine morphological features of these objects that typically have dimensions smaller than e.g., 
~0.5 µm (such as the width of trophozoite flagella and the E. coli itself) generate relatively 
weak scattering signals and therefore their contributions to lensfree object holograms are 
rather limited. However, through the micro-lens effect of these wetting films, the contrast and 
SNR of the digital holograms of these weakly scattering features were significantly enhanced 
as shown in Figs. 2(a1-a6). As a result, their reconstructed lensfree microscopic images (Figs. 
2(b1-b6)) successfully revealed finer features of these objects such as the flagella of Giardia 
lamblia trophozoites (Figs. 2(b1-b2)) as well as the unique doughnut shape of RBCs (Figs. 
2(b5-b6)), providing a decent agreement to their corresponding 60X objective-lens (NA = 
0.85) microscope images (Figs. 2(c1-c6)). 
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Fig. 2. (a) Lensfree pixel super-resolution imaging results of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. 
coli and red blood cells are illustrated using thin wetting films (WSR). Digitally recovered 
super-resolved holograms (1st column) are reconstructed to provide their lensfree microscopic 
images (2nd column). 60X objective-lens (0.85 NA) bright-field microscope images of the same 
samples are also provided for comparison purposes (3rd column). Since E. coli samples are 
relatively faint in their microscope images (due to their weak scattering cross-sections), we 
used red arrows to point to their locations in microscope comparison images. 
Note also that bright-field transmission microscope images of E. coli samples were 
particularly faint (even using a 0.85 NA objective-lens) due to their sub-micrometer structure; 
and therefore we used red arrows to point to their locations (see Figs. 2(c3-c4)). The same E. 
coli samples, however, were imaged with a rather strong contrast using our wetting-film based 
lensfree holographic microscope as illustrated in Figs. 2(b3-b4). This relative contrast 
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improvement compared to a regular bright-field microscope is expected since lensfree in-line 
holography effectively behaves like a phase contrast microscope by indirectly detecting the 
optical phase information of the specimens in the form of holographic intensity fringes. 
 
Fig. 3. Lensfree super-resolution microscopic images of sperm samples are generated using the 
experimental setup shown in Fig. 1(b and c). Columns (a1-a4) and (b1-b4) are obtained 
without the use of wetting films, while columns (c1-c4) and (d1-d4) are obtained with the thin 
wetting films. Significant SNR and contrast improvement in our reconstructed lensfree 
holographic images is observed with the thin wetting films. For example, the end of the sperm 
tail shown in (d4) with an arrow measures <0.5 µm in width, which was faithfully 
reconstructed using our wetting film based holographic microscope as illustrated in (d2) and 
(d3). Moreover, as shown in the digitally zoomed-in images (c3 and c4), lensfree phase 
recovery images revealed both the sperm tails as well as the surrounding wetting film due to 
the refractive index difference between two regions. 
Next, to provide a better comparison of the wetting film and its effect on our imaging 
quality, we conducted experiments on sperm smears that were imaged using lensless pixel 
super-resolution microscopy with and without the formation of a wetting film (see Fig. 3). 
Without the wetting film, lensfree holograms of sperm samples did not show a major 
asymmetry in their fringe patterns (see Figs. 3(a1-b1)), which is due to the weaker scattering 
cross-sections of their tails compared to the sperm head. On the other hand, with the 
formation of the thin wetting film around the sperms, we observed a textural asymmetry on 
lensfree sperm holograms (e.g., compare Figs. 3(a1-b1) with 3(c1-d1)) which reveal the 
elongated holographic signatures of sperm tails due to the presence of the thin wetting film. 
The same conclusion was also supported in our reconstructed images (see e.g., Figs. 3(c2-d2)) 
such that with the wetting film the fine morphological features of the sperm tails became 
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much more visible compared to a regular smear without the wetting film (see Figs. 3(a2-b2)). 
As an example, the end of the sperm tail shown in Fig. 3(d4) with a red arrow measures <0.5 
µm in width, which was faithfully imaged using our wetting film based lensless holographic 
microscope as illustrated in Figs. 3(d2) and 3(d3). Although the refractive index difference 
between the sperm tails and the surrounding medium created a sufficient contrast in our 
reconstructed phase images for both of the cases (i.e., with or without the use of the wetting 
film), phase as well as amplitude images of wetting samples were comparatively much better 
resolved as illustrated in Fig. 3. Notice also that the physical existence of the wetting film 
over the sperm samples was further validated in our phase reconstruction results, showing the 
tail structure recovered inside the wetting film (see e.g., the digitally zoomed region of 
interest in Fig. 3(c3) inset). The same behavior can be also seen in the corresponding 60X 
objective-lens (NA: 0.85) image as illustrated in Fig. 3(c4) and its inset. 
 
Fig. 4. By digitally changing the focusing distance (i.e., Z2) different depths within the sample 
volume can be reconstructed using our lensfree super-resolution (SR) microscope. This feature 
is illustrated in this figure where for the same sperm sample shown in Fig. 3(d2-d3), we show 
two different reconstruction planes corresponding to Z2 = 794 µm and 778 µm. Notice that 
since the wetting film induced micro-lens behaves different for the tail and the head of the 
sperm (due to differences in their morphology and size), we see the tail and the head get in 
focus at different reconstruction planes (e.g., the sperm tail is in focus at Z2 = 794 µm whereas 
the sperm head gets in focus at Z2 = 778 µm). 
An important feature of lensfree holographic microscopy is that by digitally changing the 
focusing distance (i.e., Z2) different depths within the sample volume can be reconstructed. 
This feature is illustrated in Fig. 4, where for the same sperm sample shown in Fig. 3(d2-d3), 
we show two different reconstruction planes corresponding to Z2 = 794 µm and 778 µm. 
Notice that since the wetting film induced micro-lens behaves physically different for the tail 
and the head of the sperm (due to significant differences in their morphology and size), as 
expected we see the tail and the head get in focus at different reconstruction planes (e.g., the 
tail is in focus at Z2 = 794 µm whereas the head gets in focus at Z2 = 778 µm as illustrated in 
Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 5. 1 µm polystyrene bead and E. coli images are illustrated for both cases (Super-
resolution only (SR) and Super-resolution using wetting films (WSR)) to quantify the relative 
SNR improvement. Using the wetting film, SNR increase of up to ~74% and ~87% in 
logarithmic decibel scale (corresponding to ~352% and ~289% in linear scale) is observed on 
lensfree amplitude reconstruction images of 1 µm bead and E. coli, respectively (see (a2) vs. 
(c2) and (b2) vs. (d2)). Also notice that the lensfree super-resolved holograms shown in (a1) 
and (b1) are not visible to bare eye since their signal intensity is quite weak without the wetting 
film. Despite this fact, reconstruction of these super-resolved holograms is still feasible as 
illustrated in (a2) and (b2), respectively. 
In order to further investigate the performance improvement of our lensfree microscopy 
platform due to thin wetting films, we imaged a polystyrene bead of 1 µm diameter as well as 
an E. coli sample with and without the wetting film (see Fig. 5). First, notice that without the 
wetting film, the lensfree super-resolved holograms of these objects did not reveal any 
“visible” holographic signatures as illustrated in Figs. 5(a1-b1). Despite this fact, their 
reconstructed holographic images still revealed the weak signatures of these objects as 
illustrated in Figs. 5(a2-b2). With the use of the wetting film, however, the lensfree super 
resolved holograms of these particles showed a significant SNR improvement as illustrated in 
Figs. 5(c1-d1), where the interference fringes are rather strong and are visible to bare eye, 
unlike Figs. 5(a1-b1). These improved holographic signatures then translated into much better 
reconstructed microscopic images as shown in Figs. 5(c2-d2). These results demonstrated a 
significant SNR enhancement of up to ~74% and ~87% in dB (corresponding to ~352% and 
~289% in linear scale) on lensfree amplitude reconstruction images of 1 µm bead and E. coli, 
respectively. These digital SNR values were calculated using the formula: SNR = 20log10 |(max (I) - µ0) / σ0|, where I is the intensity of the reconstructed image, and µ0 and σ0 are the 
mean and the variance of the background noise region, respectively. Note also that the wetting 
film based lensfree reconstructed image of E. coli (Fig. 5(d2)) shows not only a higher 
contrast and SNR but also the elongated rod-shaped structure of the bacteria is more visible 
with the wetting film compared to the reconstruction results without the wetting film (Fig. 
5(b2)). 
We can qualitatively explain these observations as follows. By using a thin wetting-film, 
such small specimen distorts the uniform thin liquid layer that is formed on the surface such 
that an object dependent micro-lens structure is formed around the specimen. The main 
effects of this perturbed liquid layer (which occurs on and around each micro-object on the 
surface) are (i) to introduce a differential phase shift relative to the background light (due to 
thickness change in the liquid) and (ii) to cause refraction of illumination focusing some part 
of the light toward the specimen, which effectively increases the scattered signal strength 
arising from the object location. In other words, due to refraction of light rays toward the 
specimen, we effectively have a “condenser lens” in front of the specimen. This way the 
lensfree holograms of these sub-micron objects embedded within the thin wetting film will 
have a much better contrast and SNR. This is experimentally validated in our figures; see e.g., 
Fig. 5 where we compare conventional lensfree super-resolution imaging against thin wetting 
film performance demonstrating the significant SNR improvement due to the existence of the 
thin wetting film. 
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Finally, a full field-of-view (i.e., 24 mm2) lensfree holographic image of a spiked wetting 
film sample that is composed of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. coli and sperm samples is 
illustrated in Fig. 6 in order to demonstrate the wide imaging area of this on-chip microscopy 
platform. Considering the additional contrast and SNR improvements due to the micro lens 
effect of these wetting films, such a high-throughput and high-resolution microscopy platform 
can be very useful to rapidly evaluate e.g., bodily fluids or water samples even in remote 
locations or field settings. Moreover, the wetting film formation procedure described here is 
rather repeatable which makes it applicable even in resource limited environments with 
relatively low level of training. 
 
Fig. 6. Wide-field (FOV ~24 mm2) high-resolution imaging of a heterogeneous wetting film 
sample that is composed of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. coli and sperm is demonstrated. 
This constitutes >100 fold larger FOV, when compared to a bright-field optical microscope 
using e.g., a 40X objective-lens. For comparison purposes, conventional bright-field 
microscope images of zoomed-regions of interest are also provided (60X objective-lens; 0.85 
NA), where E. coli samples were marked with red arrows due to their faint contrast. 
5. Conclusions 
We demonstrated the performance improvement of lensfree on-chip super-resolution 
microscopy due to wetting film induced micro-lens effect by imaging various micro-objects 
such as Giardia lamblia trophozoites, human sperm, polystyrene beads, E. coli as well as 
RBCs. Experimental results yielded up to 4 fold SNR improvement, showing better recovery 
of sub-micron features of specimens such as sperm tails and flagella of Giardia lamblia 
parasites. This wetting film approach allows a stable and repeatable micro-lens effect on 
individual objects to enhance the capabilities of our field-portable lensfree holographic 
microscopes. Therefore, it may provide a quantitative toolset to carry out highly-sensitive 
measurements even in resource-limited environments without the need for advanced sample 
preparation procedures. 
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